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12 brilliant students of SRM AP lands up with excellent job offers to 
initiate the Campus Recruitment Drive 

SRM University-AP, Andhra Pradesh has commenced its journey to secure a better future for the first 

batch of students. Promising students of SRM AP have grabbed excellent job offers in the Campus 

Recruitment Drive for Class 2021 B.Tech students. Anheuser-Busch InBev offered 6 months 

internship, followed by a job offer to outstanding candidates. The company shortlisted Pesala Sai 

Tanmayi, Sri Harsha Tavidisetty Rajendra, Tuhin Sarkar, and Koushik M Bhargav. Anheuser -Busch 

InBev SA/NV, commonly known as AB InBev is a Belgian multinational drink and brewing company. 

The company has offered an internship stipend of 30 thousand per month and a CTC of 12-17 LPA to 

the candidates who will join the company after successful completion of their internship. 

 

Another renowned company Health Rx, A health - tech start-up from Bajaj Finserv group has offered 

Technical Internship with a stipend of 35 thousand per month, and post that a confirmed job offer with 

CTC of 12 LPA to Talari Hrisheekesh, and Gude Abhin. Further, VIRTUSA Corporation, an American 

IT service provider, offered a position in the company with a CTC of 4.5LPA to 

YallammagariRachakadaPoojith Reddy, Nagamlla Venkata Sai Nikhith, Chattala Vasundhara, 

Rampati Venkat Tarun, and Sai RishvanthKatragadda. The other company which conducted the 

recruitment drive at SRM AP, Sahaj Soft, selected Sri Ritika Katragadda and offered her a CTC of 10 

LPA. Sahaj Soft is a software services and consulting firm which provides simple solutions backed by 

their time-tested methodology and engineering practices.  

 

As the recruiters shortlist the best young talent who are enthusiastic, devoted to learning and 

brimming with fresh and creative ideas, SRM AP placement team have thoroughly trained the 

students both in terms of technical expertise and soft skills. The rigorous training that the students 

underwent since the beginning of their B. Tech course, coupled with their talent and motivation, has 

enabled them to succeed in recruitment drive with flying colours. SRM AP believes that this is merely 

the beginning of the placement season, and many more brilliant students are waiting to showcase 

their mettle to land up with excellent job offers in top-notch companies. 

 

 

About SRM University, AP: 

 

SRM University, Andhra Pradesh is a multi-stream research university with focus on diverse fields. 

From engineering to medicine and from liberal arts to management, SRM’s vision is to emerge as a 

world-class university that is globally connected, nationally relevant, and regionally 

transformative.SRM has partnered with the world's best names for educational method and 

philosophy, campus design and infrastructure, learning and living spaces, and recruitment of faculty 

and leadership. 
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